Fidelity and representativeness of two isothermal multiple displacement amplification systems to preamplify limiting amounts of total RNA.
In this study we investigated the fidelity and representativeness of two novel multiple displacement amplification (MDA) protocols leading to whole transcriptome amplification (WTA). WTA is used to amplify a limiting amount of experimental RNA, allowing its use in downstream applications. Using Phi29 and Bst DNA polymerase-based MDA, henceforth referred to as WTA-Phi and WTA-Bst, respectively, we successfully amplified very low amounts of linearly concatenated cDNA originating from 10 to 100 ng of starting RNA. The average yield obtained from 10 ng was 3.5 and 4.7 μg for WTA-Phi and WTA-Bst, respectively, while 100 ng of starting RNA yielded 7.0 and 12.4 μg for WTA-Phi and WTA-Bst, respectively. Representational distortion of the templates, analyzed via conventional PCR, showed robust amplification of 11 different transcripts when either WTA-Phi or WTA-Bst synthesized templates were used, while some transcripts were not detected from unamplified templates. Loci representation, a measure of amplification consistency, was evaluated using TaqMan RT-qPCR amplification of five different transcripts, yielding values ranging from 96.4 to 189.3 %, comparable to those obtained using genomic target-based MDA systems. The two MDA protocols described in this study efficiently lead to representative WTA, using as little as 10 ng of starting RNA.